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Abstract Multievent models (Pradel 2005, 2008) handle state uncertainty, and they
therefore cover a range of situations like hidden capture heterogeneity and sex
determination from behaviour which cannot be treated in the multistate paradigm.
We introduce a new software application called e-s urge, built upon the concepts
developed in program m-s urge (Choquet et al. 2004) to encompass this new class
of capture–recapture models. It also improves on m-s urge by allowing the decomposition of transitions into several steps. We present the new concepts involved,
notably the event and the multistep process, and how they are implemented in
e-s urge. We then illustrate the use of e-s urge with three examples. One example
deals with breeding propensity where the breeding state cannot always be ascertained; a further deals with emigration which is considered as a two-step process
(Grosbois and Tavecchia 2003) and the last one with a version of a memory model
where survival can be handled directly.
Keywords Capture–Recapture · Hidden Markov Chain

1 Introduction
Capture–recapture (CR) data, i.e. the histories of encounters of individually recognizable animals, have long been a main source of information on the dynamics of
animal populations. Their use is regularly enlarged to address new questions like
movements, trade-offs between reproduction and survival, transitions among life
stages or the spread of a disease. The concept of state plays a key role in these
new developments. It is flexible and can indifferently represent the breeding status,
the developmental stage or the spatial location. However, it is not always possible
to ascertain the state of an individual when it is encountered. For instance, in an
epidemiological study, a diseased animal may not present any outer symptoms;
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conversely, a medical test may be falsely positive. Yet, the multistate models
currently used to analyze these data do not allow for uncertainty.
Recently, Pradel (2005) has developped a new approach to handle state uncertainty. This approach introduces a new concept, that of event, which is what is
actually known. In our epidemiological study for instance, the event would be
the test result or the observed presence or absence of the symptom. There is no
one–one correspondance between event and state and a particular event may arise
under different states. The new approach is not reducible to the multistate approach.
It has logically been named multievent. This paper presents the first program for
fitting multievent models to CR data, called e-s urge (which stands for MultiEvent SURvival Generalized Estimation). e-s urge extends m-s urge, a previous
program for fitting mutistate models developed by the same team.
In addition to handling the different structure required for multievent analysis,
e-s urge also extends m-s urge in another respect: it allows the specification
of transitions between states as a multistep process. For instance, in a study of
movement between geographical locations, the transition toward a particular site
can be decomposed as the probability to emigrate times the probability to settle on
the arrival site given departure. With these two extensions, the new program allows
to fit a much greater variety of models and to address in the same unified framework
several problems which had been tackled individually:
• heterogeneity of capture (Pledger et al. 2003; Pradel 2005),
• sex uncertainty (Nichols et al. 2004),
• memory in movements (Hestbeck et al. 1991; Brownie et al. 1993; Rouan et al.
2008),
• mixture of live and dead encounters over several sites (Lebreton et al. 1999;
Véran et al. 2007).
The motivation for developing program e-s urge was to bring to biologists
the multievent framework in a powerful and user-friendly environment. Several
programs exist for CR analysis (Hines 1994; White and Burnham 1999; Choquet
et al. 2005) but e-s urge is the first general program for multievent models. It
benefits from the experience gained in developing m-s urge. m-s urge introduced
a powerful language (Choquet 2008) for describing the set of multistate CR models
and used reduced statistics and advanced numerical algorithms to produce faster
and more reliable estimates. e-s urge has similar capabilities for the maximum
likelihood optimization of complex age and time-dependent models with linear
constraints among parameters in a generalized linear model (GLM) fashion. Its
features include:
• A module called GEPAT where the steps making up the transitions (see above
for an example) are specified. Similarly, in this same module, events can be
declared to be linked to states through a multistep process. For instance, a female
animal may be wrongly judged to be a male through three successive steps: it is
encountered, its sex is assessed, an error occurs. This detailed decomposition of
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the event generation conditional on the state allows for the incorporation in the
same analysis of encounters where no judgement is made (Pradel et al. 2008).
Multievent models also include initial state probabilities (see below) which can
equally be decomposed at this stage.
A module called gemaco, inherited from m-s urge, where the mode of variation of the parameters defined in gepat is specified by means of a powerful
model description language.
Advanced convergence options. Convergence is a very sensitive issue in multievent as well as in multistate models. In e-s urge, the user gains a greater control
over convergence through a choice of starting options including the results of
previous models, random initial values and multiple random initial values.
Acute rank estimation. e-s urge calculates, with an algorithm described in
Rouan et al. (2008) very precise estimate of the rank of a model. This is one
of the key steps for correct model selection using the AIC (Akaike 1987).
The detection of redundant parameters. e-s urge analyzes the likelihood in the
neighborhood of the point of convergence and lists the parameters that are apparently redundant. Redundancy can then be double-checked by drawing profile
likelihood curves.

In the next section, we present briefly the theory of multievent models; then in
Sections 3 and 4, the way these models are implemented in e-s urge in theory and
in practice. Three examples are detailed in the application section. The first one
concerns breeding status and shows an example of uncertainty in state assessment.
The second is the classical Arnason–Schwarz multistate model but the movement
between sites is decomposed into two steps. The last is an original version of the
memory model where survival probabilities can be handled directly thanks to an
appropriate decomposition of the movement.

2 Short Recalls on Multievent Models
Multievent models assume that individuals move independently among a finite set
E of states over a finite number K of sampling occasions, and that the transitions
among the successive states obey a Markov chain. The successive states occupied by an individual are not observed directly. Rather, at each occasion k, one
member of a finite set ⍀ of events is observed. The event observed at occasion k is
assumed to depend only on the unobserved underlying state of the individual at that
occasion (see Fig. 1). Thus, these models belong to the class of Hidden Markov
Models (HMM), see for example MacDonald and Zucchini (2000) and Cappé
et al. (2005).
Multievent models are defined in terms of three kinds of parameters: initial state
probabilities π , transition probabilities φ, and event probabilities b. Our presentation of multievent models will use the following general notation which generally
follows Pradel (2005):
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Vk−1
↑
E k−1

occasions

k−1

→
⌽(k−1)

Vk
B (k) ↑
Ek
k

→

Vk+1
↑
E k+1

...

observed events

...

hidden states

k+1

Fig. 1 Graph summarising the relations of dependence between successive states (transition matrix
⌽) and observed events (event generation matrix B) in the multievent time-dependent model. Vk
is the random variable of the event observed at occasion k, Ek that of the underlying state of the
animal at the same occasion

N
U
K
K
A
NG
LI, LT, LB

the number of states.
the number of events.
the number of occasions.
the number of occasions.
the maximum age class.
the number of groups.
the number of step processes for initial state, transition and event.
i = 1, . . . , N
the index of the previous (or departure) state.
j = 1, . . . , N
the index of the current (or arrival) state.
u = 1, . . . , U
the index of the current event.
k = 1, . . . , K
the occasion index.
a = 1, . . . , A
the index of current age classes.
ng = 1, . . . , NG
the index of the current group.
 = 1, . . . , LI, LT, or LB the step process index
the set of states, where eN = ‘†’ for the death.
E = {e1 , ..., e N }
the set of events, where the v1 = ‘not seen’
⍀ = {v1 , ..., vU }
Unlike traditional practice in CR but similar to Fujiwara and Caswell (2002),
Pradel (2005) and consistent to Markov Chain practice MacDonald and Zucchini
(2000), the dead (†) is explicity included in E. All transition matrices are written
with i as row index and j as column index, thus following the Markov chain convention in which transitions are from rows to columns. Event matrices use j (denoting
the state) as row index and u (denoting an event) as column index. Transition and
event matrices are row-stochastic.
For the time-dependent model, the elementary parameters are
• πi(k) the probability of being in state ei when first encountered at occasion k,
• φi(k)
j the probability of being in state ej at time k + 1 if in state ei at occasion k,
• b(k,1)
ju the probability of event vu for an animal in state ej encountered for the first
time at occasion k,
• b(k,2)
ju the probability of event vu for an animal reencountered in state ej at occasion
k,
• ⌸ = (πi ) denotes the (1 × N ) vector of initial state probabilities,
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• ⌽ = φi j denotes the (N × N ) matrix of unconditional transition probabilities,
i.e. the matrix of probabilities that an individual moves from one state to another
state over
 a time interval.
• B = b ju denotes the (N × U) matrix of event probabilities. There are potentially two such matrices, one for first encounters (b(k,1)
ju ) and one for reencounters
(k,2)
(b ju ). They may as well be considered as instances of the same matrix corresponding to two different age-classes. This is what we will do thereafter.
Together, ⌸, ⌽ and B define the multievent model. A particular multievent model
will be obtained by specifying the mode of variation (by time, age, group or state...)
of each type of parameter.
The likelihood of a model is proportional to the probability of the data given
that model. The basic unit of data in e-s urge is the capture history. Let h =
(o1 , . . . , o K ) be a capture history with first encounter at occasion e, event ok , k =
e, . . . , K , has any value between 1 and U and β is the vector of all parameters. Then
 K

 (e,1)
 
 (k,2)

(e)
(k−1)
⌽
D B (·, ok ) 1 N
(1)
P(h|β) = ⌸ D B (·, oe )
k=e+1

where B(k,2) (·, ok ) is the ok th column of the re-encounter matrix at occasion k, i.e.
the instance of B corresponding to the second age-class at occasion k. D(x) denotes
the matrix with the elements of vector x on the diagonal and zeros elsewhere, and
1N is an N vector of ones.
Assuming that individuals are independent, the likelihood for the entire set of
capture histories is obtained as the product of the likelihoods for each history,

P(h|β)n h
L(β) =
h

where nh is the number of copies of capture history h in the data set.

3 Concepts in E - SURGE
3.1 Decomposition in Elementary Steps
In e-s urge, all types of parameters (transition probabilities, initial state probabilities and event probabilities) may be decomposed in an indefinite number of steps as
arising from a sequence of ‘life processes’. The first task is to specify the actual
structure that will be used. The familiar decomposition of the transition matrix
into survival and transition conditional on survival (implemented in m-s urge) is
the classical example in CR, but in some cases more steps may be involved. For
instance, if we want to model the movement between geographical locations with
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probabilities of emigration and settlement on the new site, the transition probabilities between locations has to be decomposed into two steps. In the second step
a migrant will not be allowed to settle on its departure site. Thus, in addition to
specifying that there are three steps in total (one for survival and two for movement),
we will also have to forbid certain transitions. These specifications are mainly done
in module gepat.
In e-s urge, the matrices ⌸, ⌽, B are called the full initial state vector, the
full transition matrix, and the full event matrix, respectively. In an approach similar
to that used for periodic matrix population models (Caswell 2001, Chapter 14)
but between two states, the full matrices are written as products of elementary
matrices.
⌸=

LI


⌸()

=1

⌽=

LT


⌽()

(2)

=1

B=

LB


B()

=1

For Equation (2), we will say that we need a DES(LI,LT,LB) (Decomposition in
Elementary Steps), where LI, LT and LB define the number of steps for the matrices
⌸, ⌽, B, respectively.

3.2 Umbrella Model
After having specified the elementary steps, we have defined what we call the
umbrella model (UM). The parameters of the UM are further constrained to compare
different biological hypotheses of interest. In other words, the UM is the most
general model that can be fitted, and the one within which all other models examined
are nested.
There are six potential sources of variation in the parameters:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

previous state,
current state,
current event,
time, i.e. occasions elapsed since the beginning of the capture session,
age, i.e., occasions elapsed since first capture,
groups, i.e. permanent categories of individuals, such as sexes or species, or
discrete unconnected study sites.

In the UM, parameters are allowed to vary freely over time and among groups.
Only the number of states and number of age classes can be set to specific values.
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Survival, transitions, and encounter probabilities may depend on age (i.e., time
since first capture, not necessarily true chronological age). The user specifies an
oldest relevant age class; all animals with this age or older are combined into a single
age-class. Constraining the range of ages restricts the range of models that can be
fitted but it can greatly save memory and reduce computation time. For transitions
or survival, common choices for the maximum relevant age are 1 (A = 1), which
implies no age effect, and 2 (A = 2), which creates a model in which the first age
class is contrasted to animals older than one year (this is particularly useful when
animals are marked as young). Setting A = 2 can also be used to model transience
(Pradel et al. 1997).
Specifying age-dependence in encounters is slightly more complicated. In multistate (as opposed to multievent) applications, all calculations are conditional on
the first encounter and hence the probability of first encounter is not estimated. In
multievent applications, e-s urge has the option of modelling the probability of the
initial event b(k,1)
ju . Therefore, e-s urge always considers at least two age classes for
encounters, allowing the first event probability (first age class) to be modelled or
not (probability to be first captured fixed to 1). Thus if one chooses a maximum age
A = 1, which implies no age effect, e-s urge creates nonetheless 2 age classes for
events. If one sets A = 2, e-s urge creates 3 age classes for events (see Table 1).

3.3 Constrained Models
Model-building in e-s urge (as in m-s urge) proceeds by imposing linear
constraints on the parameters of the umbrella model in the spirit of GLM (Lebreton
et al. 1992). The vector θ of ‘biological parameters’ (parameters of direct interest
to the biologist e.g., θ = (⌸, ⌽, B), organized as a vector) is expressed as a linear
transformation of a vector β of ‘mathematical parameters’. To keep the biological
parameters, which are probabilities, in their permissible range (0,1), a link function
f is generally applied:
f (θ) = Xβ
The matrix X is a ‘matrix of constraints’ or genuine design matrix in the case of
a designed experiment. In general, it expresses hypotheses about the dependence of
the parameters on state (of departure or arrival), age, time, group, covariates, and
Table 1 Variations considered in the parameters of the umbrella models of e-s urge. The type of
variation is represented by upper indices for time(k), age(a), group(g) and step(l)
A = 1

⌸(k,g,(l))
⌽(k,a≤A,g,(l))
B(k,a≤A+1,g,(l))

A=1

⌸(k,g,(l))
⌽(k,a=1,g,(l))
B(k,a≤2,g,(l))
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so on. The design matrix is built by the module gemaco (GEnerator of MAtrices
of COnstraints), using the model definition language described in Choquet et al.
(2004) and Choquet (2008). Often X will contain both discrete indicator 0/1 variables (for equality constraints) and continuous covariates (e.g., effort or weather
covariates). An overview of linear constraints in CR models with a single state is
given by Lebreton et al. (1992), linear constraints in multistate models are considered in Choquet (2008).
An important difference in the application of gemaco in e-s urge, as compared
to m-s urge, is that the gemaco keywords (‘from’, ‘to’, etc.) refer to the elementary matrices in e-s urge. The rows (from) and columns (to) in these matrices do not
necessarily correspond to the states in the model (e.g., in the encounter matrix, the
columns refer to events, not states), whereas in m-s urge they always correspond
to states.

3.4 Maximum Likelihood Estimation
Reduced-form data descriptions like the m-array are not available for multievent
models. Thus the likelihood calculation depends on the application of the transition
and event probabilities to individual capture histories. The maximum likelihood
algorithm is as follows
1. Calculate the number of identical histories.
2. Select initial values for the vector β of mathematical parameters.
3. Calculate the vector of biological parameters θ = f −1 (Xβ), with f the
generalized (or multinomial) logit link or the identity link.
4. Calculate the elementary matrices, and (as the product of the elementary
matrices) each of the full matrices ⌸, ⌽, and B according to Equation (2).
5. Use the full matrices ⌸, ⌽, and B to calculate the individual probability
P(h|β) of each capture history according to equation (1).
6. Calculate the deviance
Dev(β) = −2 log L(β) = −2



n h log P(h|β)

h

7. Iterate steps 3–6 in a Quasi-Newton minimization method updating the
vector of mathematical parameters to decrease the deviance, until convergence.
8. Obtain the MLE’s and the deviance and various by-products of Maximum
Likelihood estimation like AIC (Akaike 1987) and derivate quantities
(QAIC, QAICc).
Note 1 The choice of initial values is critical in multievent models as the problem
of local minima is worse than for multistate (Lebreton and Pradel 2002). For that
purpose, advanced features were developed in e-s urge. Users can choose between
several options for initial values, among them are random initial values, starting
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values estimated from a previous model and starting values given in files. In the
context of Markov chains, the well known Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm has also poor properties regarding local minima, see Celeux et al. (1995).
Note 2 AIC or derivate quantities (Burnham and Anderson 2002) permit model
selection inside an umbrella model. A likelihood ratio test between two models
under two different umbrella models is not currently available and would require
bootstrapping. We emphasize the difficulty to do bootstrapping in the presence of
local minima. For a more complete discussion about model selection, see Burnham
and Anderson (2002) and Pledger et al. (2003).

4 E - SURGE in Practice
In this section we present three examples illustrating the potential of e-s urge. The
first example with breeding propensity is a good example to demonstrate its application when uncertain states occur; the second one considers the decomposition of
the survival-transition probabilities into several steps and the last one combines the
two previous issues by showing the implementation of a particular case of memory
model.

4.1 First Example: A Simple Model for Studying
Breeding Propensity
The study of transitions between the states breeder (Br) and non-breeder (NBr) is
a topic of major interest to biologists. Nevertheless, the assessment of the breeding
status can be difficult; indeed animals are not always observed in breeding activity
and their status can remain unknown which motivates the use of multievent model.
Let us define formally the underlying multievent model.
To be consistent with CR practice, events are originally coded in the encounter
histories as:
0 for v1 = ‘not seen’;
1 for v2 = ‘seen breeding’;
2 for v3 = ‘seen but status unknown’.
Inside e-s urge, each event code is increment by 1 to be consistent with Equation
(1) but this is transparent for the user.
According to the available information, the ‘hidden states’ chosen to define the
model are:
Br for ‘breeder’;
NBr for ‘non breeder’;
† for ‘dead’.
We have first to specify the parameterization of the model (i.e ⌸, ⌽, and B):
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• The initial state probabilities: at the first encounter, the individuals can be
‘breeder’ or ‘non breeder’ but cannot be ‘dead’.

⌸=

Br
πB

NBr
1 − πB

†
0

,

• The survival-transition probabilities: all the transitions between states Br and NBr
are possible. Transitions between Br and NBr to † are constraint to sum to one,
and transitions between † and Br and between † and NBr are not possible:
⎛
⌽=

Br

Br ⎜
⎜ φBr,Br
NBr ⎝φNBr,Br
†
0

⎞
†
1 − φBr,Br − φBr,NBr ⎟
⎟
1 − φNBr,Br − φNBr,NBr ⎠
1

NBr
φBr,NBr
φNBr,NBr
0

• The event probabilities: in this particular context, a ‘breeder’ can be ‘not seen’,
‘seen breeding’ or ‘seen but status unknown’; a ‘non breeder’ is either ‘not seen’
or ‘seen but status unknown’ and a ‘dead’ individual can only be ‘not seen’.
⎛
B(a=2) =

0

Br ⎜
⎜1 − p1|Br − p2|Br
NBr ⎝
1 − pNBr
†
1

1
p1|Br
0
0

2

⎞

p2|Br ⎟
⎟
pNBr ⎠
0

(3)

Since the first encounter of the individuals is modelled explicitly here, one needs
to pay attention to the initial-event probabilities. At first encounter, all individuals
alive are obligatorily observed which leads to fix to 0 the probabilities of the event
‘not seen’.
⎛

B(a=1)

0
Br ⎜
⎜0
=
NBr ⎝0
†
1

1
0
p1|Br
0
0

⎞
2
0 ⎟
1 − p1|Br
⎟
⎠
1
0

To fit this model in e-s urge we have to execute five main stages. In the first
stage, we implement the structure of the model (see Fig. 2) with:
1.
2.

the definition of the number of events and states;
the definition of the general structure of the matrices of parameters using the
GEPAT interface. The different matrices are represented symbolically using
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(a)

Fig. 2 In the window (1), we specified the number of states (N = 3), events (U = 3), age classes
(A = 1) and groups (G = 1). The gepat interface is then opened. Patterns of ⌸, ⌽ and B are
defined in windows 2a, 2b, 2c, respectively using the following rules: the parameters of interest are
indicated using any greek letter, the parameters constraint to zero are indicated using ‘-’ and the
complementary parameters are indicated using ‘*’

an ‘excel-like’ interface; this step consists in filling different cells using the
following rules:
• a greek letter indicates a parameter of interest i.e. one that will be estimated
or fixed;
• ‘*’ indicates the complementary parameter (there is one and only one ‘*’
by row due to the row-stochasticity of the matrices);
• ‘–’ indicates parameters constrained to zero.
Because the pattern must be the same for the two kinds of event matrices
B(a=1) and B(a=2) , which are considered by the program as two instances of the
same matrix corresponding to two different age-classes. A particular attention
must be payed for this example, to the matrices of the event probabilities. For
B(a=1) , we need to fix to 0 the probabilities of the event ‘not seen’ conditioning
respectively on the states Br and NBr. This constraint leads us to consider this cell
as a parameter of interest rather than a complementary parameter. As a consequence,
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(b)

(c)

Fig. 2 (continued)
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the pattern used in e-s urge is not a direct transcription of the previous matrix B(a=2)
as it was the case for the vector ⌸ or the matrix ⌽.
In the second stage, we define the constraints of the model using the gemaco
interface (Choquet 2008) as shown in Fig. 3. Once again, particular attention must
be payed to constraints applied to the event probabilities: the first encounter corresponds to the first age-class of b (denoted ‘a(1)’ or ‘firste’ in the gemaco syntax)

(a)

Fig. 3 The gemaco interface defines constraints for the UM. In window (a), the user has entered
the phrase ‘i’ to define a constant initial state probability. In window (b), the user has entered the
phrase ‘from.to.t’ to define a state and time dependent effect for survival-transition. In window
(c), the user has entered the phrase ‘firste+a(2).from.to’. The first mathematical parameter corresponding to ‘firste’ is fixed to 0 in the next stage. The parameters p1|Br , p2|Br, pNB in equation (3)
are set to be different and constant across time with the phrase ‘a(2).from.to’
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(b)

Fig. 3 (continued)

and the next encounters corresponds to the second age-class of b (denoted ‘a(2)’ or
‘nexte’ in the gemaco syntax).
In the next three stages, we proceed like in m-s urge (Choquet et al. 2004):

• we fix the parameter of B corresponding to the probability to be ‘not seen’ when
first encountered to 0 (in the probabilities scale) and change the initial values if
needed using the IVFV interface;
• we run the model;
• we examine and interpret the results.
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(c)

Fig. 3 (continued)

4.2 Second Example: A Version of the Arnason–Schwarz Model
Incorporating Site Fidelity
Now we consider a version of the Arnason–Schwarz model in which the probability of transition conditional on survival is further subdivided into a probability
of leaving the site (the complement of site fidelity), and a probability of moving
to each other site conditional on leaving (Grosbois and Tavecchia 2003). For this
example, we need a DES(1,3,1). With 3 geographical sites and assuming that if an
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animal is seen, its site is known without error, the set of events (i.e., the results of
observations) is
⍀ = {‘not seen’, ‘seen at 1’, ‘seen at 2’, ‘seen at 3’}
In this case, we will see that the intermediate states involved in the sequence
of life processes are not the same as the basic set of states in the model. Thus the
elementary matrices are not necessarily square.

4.2.1 Defining the Sets of Intermediate States
In the classical separate formulation of the Arnason–Schwarz model, the set of
possible states for an individual is the same for both elementary matrices (survival
and transition conditional on survival). However, as we are going to see, there may
be a different set of states at each of the elementary steps. It can be helpful to use
the graphical formulation of periodic matrix models (Caswell 2001) to construct
the elementary matrices and their states sets. Figure 4 shows the formulation of the
Grosbois and Tavecchia (2003) model, where the states of each elementary matrix
are denoted as numbered nodes on a row. Each step in the life process is represented
by a subsequent row, and the possible transitions are denoted by arrows. The initial
set of states at time k + 1 is reconstituted at the bottom of the graph.

Fig. 4 Graphical representation of the Grosbois and Tavecchia (2003) model. Shown are the
transitions for survival, fidelity given survival, and destination given movement. The elementary
transition probabilities are shown on the pathways originating from site 1 and dead (at the top); the
transition probabilities from the other sites 2 and 3 follow the same pattern. The first row-stochastic
matrix ⌽(1) maps row 1 onto row 2 of the diagram (survival step S). The matrix ⌽(2) maps row
2 onto row 3 (fidelity given survival, f), and the matrix ⌽(3) maps row 3 onto row 4 (destination
given movement, ψ). In row 3, for practical reason, the numbers 1–7 do not refer to the original
states. For instance, the intermediate state 2 corresponds to an individual that has moved from site
1 and the intermediate state 3 corresponds to an individual that has remained in site 2
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In the Grosbois and Tavecchia (2003) site fidelity model, the sets of states are
E(0) = {‘site 1’, ‘site 2’, ‘site 3’, ‘†’}
E(1) = {‘site 1’, ‘site 2’, ‘site 3’, ‘†’}
E(2) = {‘staying in 1’, ‘leaving 1’, ‘staying in 2’, ‘leaving 2’,
‘staying in 3’, ‘leaving 3’, ‘†’}

4.2.2 Matrices
The initial state matrix is


⌸(k) = π1(k) π2(k) 1 − π1(k) − π2(k) 0
The first elementary transition matrix (for survival) maps E(0) onto E(1) , and
hence is a 4× 4 matrix:
⎛

⌽(k,(1))

s1(k)
⎜ 0
=⎜
⎝ 0
0

0
s2(k)
0
0

⎞
1 − s1(k)
1 − s2(k) ⎟
⎟
1 − s3(k) ⎠
1

0
0
s3(k)
0

The second elementary matrix (for site fidelity given survival) maps from E(1) to
E , and hence is a 4× 7 matrix. Letting fi be the probability of remaining in site i
given survival, we have
(2)

⎛

⌽(k,(2))

f 1(k)
⎜ 0
=⎜
⎝ 0
0

1 − f 1(k)
0
0
0

0
f 2(k)
0
0

0
1 − f 2(k)
0
0

0
0
f 3(k)
0

0
0
1 − f 3(k)
0

⎞
0
0⎟
⎟
0⎠
1

The third elementary matrix (for movement conditional on emigration, ψ) maps
from E(2) back to E(0) , and so is a 7× 4 matrix:
⎛

⌽(k,(3))

1
⎜ 0
⎜
⎜ 0
⎜ (k)
=⎜
⎜ψ21
⎜ 0
⎜
⎝ψ (k)
31
0

0
(k)
ψ12
1
0
0
(k)
1 − ψ31
0

0
(k)
1 − ψ12
0
(k)
1 − ψ21
1
0
0

⎞
0
0⎟
⎟
0⎟
⎟
0⎟
⎟
0⎟
⎟
0⎠
1
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The event matrices B map from the set E(0) of states to the set ⍀ of events, and
thus are of dimension 4 × 4.

B(a=1)

B(k,a=2)

⎛
⎞
0 1 0 0
⎜0 0 1 0⎟
⎟
=⎜
⎝0 0 0 1⎠
1 0 0 0
⎛
0
1 − p1(k) p1(k)
⎜1 − p (k)
0
p2(k)
2
=⎜
⎝1 − p (k)
0
0
3
1
0
0

⎞
0
0 ⎟
⎟
p3(k) ⎠
0

Note The choice of states for the intermediate transitions is not always unique.
There may be more than one way to group individuals, and at present the only
advice we can give is to determine from the structure of the model what information
needs to be kept at any one step in order to define the probability of subsequent
transitions.

4.3 Third Example: The Separate Formulation
of the Memory Model
Finally, we consider a version of the memory model given in Pradel (2005) in
which the survival-transition probability is further subdivided into the probability
of survival and the probability of movement from each site to the others conditional
on surviving. We need a DES(1,2,1). This formulation is the analogue of the separate
formulation of the conditional Arnason–Schwarz model.
With the 2 geographical sites 1 and 2, E consists of 5 states {‘11’, ‘12’, ‘21’,
‘22’, ‘†’}. State ‘11’ denotes presence at site 1 at time k−1 and k, state ‘12’ denotes
presence at site 1 at time k−1 and presence at site 2 at time k, and so on. The set of
states remains constant across the two life processes steps
E(0) = E(1) = {‘11’, ‘12’, ‘21’, ‘22’, ‘†’}
Assuming that if an animal is seen and its current site is known without error, the
set of events (i.e., the results of observations) is
⍀ = {‘not seen’, ‘seen at 1’, ‘seen at 2’}
The initial state matrix is

(k)
⌸(k) = π11

(k)
π12

(k)
π21

(k)
π22


0
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There are now two elementary transition matrices, one corresponding to
survival(noted s) and one to movements (noted ψ) conditional on survival:
⎛ (k)
⎞
(k)
s11
0
0
0
1 − s11
⎜
(k)
(k) ⎟
s12
0
0
1 − s12
⎜ 0
⎟
⎜
(k,(1))
(k)
(k) ⎟
⌽
=⎜ 0
⎟
0
s21
0
1 − s21
⎜
(k)
(k) ⎟
⎝ 0
⎠
0
0
s22
1 − s22
0
0
0
0
1

⎛

⌽(k,(2))

(k)
ψ111
⎜
⎜ 0
⎜ (k)
= ⎜ψ211
⎜
⎝ 0
0

(k)
1 − ψ111
0
(k)
1 − ψ211
0
0

0
(k)
1 − ψ122
0
(k)
1 − ψ222
0

0
(k)
ψ122
0
(k)
ψ222
0

⎞
0
⎟
0⎟
⎟
0⎟
⎟
0⎠
1

There are two elementary event matrices. The first one is fixed and the second is
varying:
⎛
⎞
0 1 0
⎜0 0 1⎟
⎜
⎟
(a=1)
⎟
B
=⎜
⎜0 1 0⎟
⎝0 0 1⎠
1 0 0
⎛
⎞
1 − p1(k) p1(k)
0
⎜
⎟
(k)
0
p2(k) ⎟
⎜1 − p2
⎜
⎟
B(k,a=2) = ⎜1 − p1(k) p1(k)
0 ⎟
⎜
⎟
⎝1 − p2(k)
0
p2(k) ⎠
1
0
0
This model is an extension of the model presented in Pradel et al. (2008), but the
model of Brownie et al. (1993) can also be decomposed in the same way.

5 Discussion and Perspectives
In this paper, we have presented e-s urge, the first program to fit non-homogeneous
hidden Markov chains models in CR, called multievent models. This program has an
interface (named gepat) to build various parameterizations and goes far beyond the
classical combined and separate parameterizations. We can consider any product
of elementary transition matrices, any product of elementary encounter matrices
and any product of elementary initial matrices, which allows great flexibility to
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fit different kind of models. This approach permits incorporation of multievents
models in a GLM framework and avoids dealing with non-linear constraints, which
are difficult to manage. gepat coupled with gemaco for model constraints gives
an easy, flexible and powerfull way to construct models, that are useful to address
biological questions.
Advanced features of e-s urge are not described in this paper, yet we enumerate
some of them. Essential but hidden are elaborate algorithms used to fit a model,
compute its rank and detect redundant parameters. More visible are the results stored
in a spreadsheet file, which allows an easy access to the estimated parameters of all
fitted models for further calculations or for drawing graphs. Lastly, the post allocation of classes proposed in Pledger et al. (2003) is also available.
We are continuously exploring new features with working versions. We hope to
have soon implemented the profile deviance (and more generally all the tools already
implemented in m-s urge), estimation of the Lifetime Reproductive Success
(Rouan et al. 2008), the possibility to model individual covariates (with fixed or
random effect) as a promising link with genetics (Gimenez et al. 2006) and the
Stochastic EM algorithm (Celeux et al. 1995) to deal with local minima in a more
efficient way.

6 Program Availability
Program e-s urge can be downloaded freely from the WWW at
http://www.cefe.cnrs.fr/BIOM/logiciels.htm
Instructions for installation and a user guide are provided.
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